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Main directions

Development of algorithms for spintronics problems 
and high-performance computing

Development of cloud services for mathematical 
modeling of a system of coupled Josephson 

junctions

Development of Python tools for mathematical 
modeling of Josephson structures



ML/DL/HPC Ecosystem in HybriLIT platform



Mathematical 

formulation of 

the problem

Process of numerical research

Development of a 

computational 

scheme

Selection of libraries, 

testing on model 

calculations, visualization

Software 

implementation

Carrying out 

calculations on 

computing 

platforms

Analysis of 

results, 

construction of 

graphs, 

diagrams....



Investigation of systems, based on Josephson junctions

Block of Symbolic  calculations

SymPy is a Python 
library for symbolic 
mathematics. 

Block of numerical calculations and analysis

SciPy is an open-source software for 
mathematics, science, and engineering.

Ускорение многопараметрических расчетов

Joblib is a set of tools 
to provide lightweight 
pipelining in Python

Numba is an open source JIT 
compiler that translates a subset 
of Python and NumPy code into 
fast machine code.



Various possibilities of Jupyter Book



Influence of external radiation on the dynamics of the 
Josephson junction

The width of the Shapiro step depends 
on the amplitude and frequency of the 
radiation.

Under the influence of external radiation, 
provided that the Josephson frequency is a 
multiple of the radiation frequency (n ꙍJ =k 
ꙍ), a constant voltage step appears on the 
current-voltage characteristic of the 
Josephson junction. This step is called the 
Shapiro step.

The coupling of two superconducting layers 
through a thin non-superconducting barrier 
forms a Josephson junction.



Dynamical equations for describing of the Josephson junction under 
the influence of radiation

а) Calculation of the current-voltage characteristic of a 
Josephson junction under the influence of external 
radiation. 
b) Calculation of the amplitude dependence of the 
width of the Shapiro step

Tasks

http://studhub.jinr.ru:8080/jjbook/intro.html

Initial condition

http://studhub.jinr.ru:8080/jjbook/intro.html


Realization of numerical calculations

Calculated current-voltage characteristics at ꙍ=2 and amplitude 
values: А=0, А=3

CVC without radiation CVC with radiation at
ꙍ=2 and А=3

Zero harmonic

First harmonic

Second harmonic

V=ꙍ

V=2*ꙍ

V=0*ꙍ

Amplitude dependence of 
Shapiro step



Acceleration of calculations

For 160 values of amplitude with stepsize ΔA = 0.25 the 

duration of the calculation in serial mode was 29 hours. 
Parallel calculations were carried out using the Joblib
library. An acceleration of about 28.5 times was obtained 
when using 40 threads and the calculation time was 

reduced to 1 hour.

Calculations were carried out for the same values as on the previous result, 
i.e. for 160 amplitude values with a stepsize of ΔA = 0.25 and calculation 

duration in serial mode was 5 min.

In parallel mode using 20 threads, the calculation time was 26 seconds. 
Acceleration of calculations - 11 times. Also, if we compare calculation times 
using Numba, a 70 time acceleration was achieved

Numba results



Toolkit based on Python libraries and Jupyter ecosystems for solution scientific 
and applied problems

Thank you for your attention
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